CAPP2BODE

NEAR UV LED

- Reveals many items having UV sensitive or dyes or paints
- Locates human and animal bodily fluids

VERSATILE

- Pivots to put light where you need it
- Clips easily to hat brim

EASY TO USE

- Convenient, side located pushbutton switch
- Recessed switch to prevent accidental actuation

CAPP2BODE has the advantages of the Trail Finder Series hat-mounted lights – easy to use, light weight, pivoting, water resistant – with a plus. The Near UV LEDs help to illuminate many otherwise unseen items. Some monofilament fishing lines and lures fluoresce in UV light, enhancing visibility when fishing at night. Bodily fluids also fluoresce, making it easy to detect pet stains and track blood trails. And freon leaks become obvious when the freon is dye-treated.

VERSATILE

- Pivots to put light where you need it
- Clips easily to hat brim

EASY TO USE

- Convenient, side located pushbutton switch
- Recessed switch to prevent accidental actuation

BEFORE USING YOUR FLASHLIGHT:

Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.

Important Notice

This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.

Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.
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